Excursions

- en - Tourism - The bay of Golfe-Juan -

Date de mise en ligne : samedi 25 juin 2011
Riviera Lines

Tél. 04 93 63 97 37/04 92 98 71 31  All excursions leave from the quai Saint-Pierre in the Old Port from April to October " Discover Sainte Marguerite island. Regular trips, every day during the summer. " Trips to the Corniche d'or, Monaco and St Tropez (book in advance) from June to Septembre.

Day at Sea

664, route de Valbonne - 06740 Châteauneuf Tél. 09 54 840 740/06 26 20 51 41

Experience the joys of sailing on board skippered sailing boats that hold between 8 and 15 people : enjoy relaxing days, a morning's fishing, a mini sunset cruise.

www.aufildeleau.com